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Fishkill Farms’ PYO Organic Tomato Varieties
-HeirloomsLocation: Near the chickens behind the pond

Black Krim
Black Krim combines bold, smoky flavor
and good texture with an unusual
appearance. Deep brown/red fruit have
brown/green shoulders that get darker
with more heat and sunlight.

Japanese Black Trifele
A mahogany colored, pear shaped, rich
and smoky flavored, crack-resistant fruit.
And yet another nomenclature puzzle:
The Japanese Black Trifele (meaning
truffle) is not from Japan at all: it's from
Russia.

Brandywine
This rosy pink beefsteak-sized tomato is
one of the most popular heirloom
varieties. It is considered one of the
benchmarks for intense tomato flavor.
Notice that the leaves are different from
other tomatoes. They resemble the
leaves of the potato, which is a close
relative.

Carbon
Rich, complex flavors made this variety
the winner of a recent heirloom tomato
taste testing at Cornell University. The
fruit is smooth, large, and beautiful,
being one of the darkest and prettiest of
the purple types we have seen. They
seem to have an extra dose of the
complex flavor that makes dark
tomatoes famous.

Cherokee Purple
Dating back to the 1890's, this standard
heirloom is said to derive from seed
grown by the Cherokee Nation. A favorite
because of their dense, juicy texture.
Ripe ones are dusky red with green
shoulders when ripe. Makes a beautiful
dark ketchup.

Green Zebra
Green with a hint of yellow when ripe!
These tomatoes are bright green with
deep lime-green stripes. The flavor is
very rich-tasting, sweet with a distinct
sharpness. Delicious on sandwiches!

Jaune Flamme
This especially flavorful heirloom comes to
us from France. A perfect, fruity blend of
sweet and tart, Jaune Flamme (or Yellow
Flame in French) tastes great whether
dried or roasted with the slices retaining
their deep orange color.

Pink Berkeley Tie Dye
A little work of art on the vine. The fruit
is the color of port wine, with metallic
green stripes and was voted one of the
best tasting in farmer's market contests.
It is best enjoyed within a day or two of
picking.

German Johnson
Exquisite flavor with acidic tomato tang
and a rich, creamy texture. This tomato
is similar to a Brandywine, but slightly
smaller and will ripen to a finished pink
color.

Striped German
Truly unique, and with a beauty that
could make it a table centerpiece, this
old world variety is a favorite of many
farmers not just for its looks but for its
exceptional taste. Notable for its red and
orange stripes continuing throughout
the tomato, so slice them horizontally to
get the most from its beautiful pattern.

-PasteLocation: Near the pond

Amish Paste
A long-time favorite heirloom plum.
Large for a sauce tomato, Amish Paste's
slightly irregular plum-to strawberry
shaped fruits are chock full of excellent
flavor. These meaty tomatoes are good
in salads and great for processing.

San Marzano
Many seed savers believe this is the
ultimate paste tomato. Giant, blocky,
Roma type tomatoes have delicious red
flesh that is perfect for paste and
canning.

-Red SlicingLocation: Near the raspberries

Big Beef
Unsurpassed as the top choice for fresh
market beefsteak tomatoes. These large
early ripeners are full of red tomato
flavor making it extremely versatile and
especially tasty in caprese salad.

New Girl
An early red variety. Can be eaten
Excellent for flavoring a variety of dishes.
fresh off the vine or used in salads and
cooking. Preserve by canning, drying, or
freezing.

Bigdena
A high yielding plant that produces
flavorful fruit bred for it’s robust
delicious taste. Enjoy sliced with a bit of
salt and pepper. Preserve by canning
during or freezing.

-Cherry TomatoesLocation: behind the pond, near the
chickens, beyond the corn

Sungold
Like a drop of concentrated sunshine
and sugar-it’s the sweetest tomato
we’ve ever tried. Pick the ones that are
more orange than yellow.

Black Cherry
Bred in Florida by the late Vince Sapp,
fruits are almost black in color and are
sweet, robust and earthy. The flavor is
dynamic—much like an heirloom.

Valentine
Developed in collaboration with Dr.
Majid Foolad of Penn State University,
Valentine marries the best of wild-type
tomato genetics with flavorful
high-performing strains. The flavor is
exceptionally rich and sweet. Delicious
on its own, chopped into a salad or
mixed in a summer pasta.

Sunrise Bumble Bee
These tomatoes with luminous swirls of
red and orange (reminiscent of stripes
on a bee) yield fruits that are sweet,
fruity and slightly tropical in flavor.

